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House Boards 

The students of grades 7, 8 and 9 updated their house boards related to the Padma Shree Awardees of 2020. 
Each house was given two awardees to research on and they brought the information related to them as to 
why they were awarded, what was their inspiration and their character strengths. The students were very 
enthusiastic while researching about them. They were motivated by the strength of will of those important 
people. Each house's students put up their boards in a beautiful manner with maximum details to make the 
boards self-explanatory. 

Trip to Chhatbir Zoo 

The students of grade 1 had a fun-filled day at Chhatbir Zoo.
At the sight of the gigantic fun zone with a large variety of 
birds, mammals and reptiles, their happiness knew no 
bounds. The excited kids hopped from one to the other and 
happily trotted around to explore. Exploring their 
environment also helps them to become more self-aware.
The another delightful part of the trip was having snacks 
together.. That fun excursion would always be cherished and 
remembered fondly by the young learners. 



Farewell to Grade 10 Students 

A farewell party  was organized  by the school management and  the students of grade 9  bid farewell  to 
 the grade 10 students. The students  were filled with mixed emotions and to make them happy and proud, 
our school management made wonderful arrangements and gave them thoughtful gifts.  They were 
entertained by  singing, dance, games, comedy shows and  enjoyed their heart out. The highlight was a 
power point presentation which threw fun and added life to the party. The  students of grade 9 truly gave 
their best shot when it came to saying goodbye to their seniors.
Some of them spoke about their fond memories of  school and those memories were so touching and 
heartwarming. After ramp walk and thoughtful questions, Mr. and Miss ATS were chosen.
All of them went back home carrying beautiful memories in their hearts. 

Trip to Metro 

The students of grade 4 went on a trip to Metro, 
Zirakpur. The purpose of taking them there was 
to make them practically understand the concept 
of selling price and cost price. Apart from that, 
the training manager made them clear about the 
storage at the store. The various terms were told 
like aisle, bay, fork lifter and many more. There 
were various counters like F & V ( fruits and 
vegetable), FDB (Frozen Dairy Bakery). The 
students learnt about various types of eggs 
available there which completely came as a 
surprise to them. Overall, it was a great learning 
experience with fun. 



True North – Pass the positivity 

Under the "True North" programme, the students of grade 2 and 3 tried to tell the good and positive 
qualities  of their friends. They were asked to sit in a circle holding their hands. They had to tell the 
positive things about the friend whose hand they were holding at that time. They were taught this activity 
under one of the "True North" traits-Optimism or Positive thinking. 

Sports Day(2019-20)- Grade foundation-Grade 3 

The Annual Sports Day is one of the most awaited events of  school.. The spirit of friendly competition 
comes alive on this day.  The children participate in a wide range of sports events, cheer on their 
teammates and learn valuable lessons in sportsmanship. This year, it was held for grades Foundation to 3 
on 29th February’20. The event began with an exercise drill followed by a peppy dance drill by all the 
classes.  There was a demo on self-defense by the martial arts team and skating team under the guidance 
of their respective coaches. The highlight of the day was the ‘Races’ which were different for all the 
classes. The races were unique and very innovative. There were penguin race, balance race, bankers race, 
cone jump race, hula jump race, football kick race, hurdle race, weightlifting race and many more. The 
children participated with full zest and enthusiasm. Their parents were also energetically involved to 
hoot for them. 
To add to their entertainment, the school’s junior and senior bands gave melodious performances. The 
audiences was enthralled by the power packed performances of the children. At the end, the winners 
proudly stood on the victory stand to receive their medals and their friends were seen applauding for 
them- that’s the positive spirit of this day!  The day was a fun filled fest of laughter, energy and delight. 



Awareness about pollution 

The students of grade 2 made small bags using 
paper to spread the message ’Go Green’ ,i.e to 
use bags made of paper instead of plastic. This 
activity was done related to their lesson 
"Pollution' in E.V.S. They also watched a  video 
in the CMP room to know the harmful effects of 
noise pollution on the environment. They also 
heard the  repeating sound of a cuckoo  to know 
the harmful effects of noise on an individual. 



Activity on how to send an E- Mail 

The students of grade 5 did an activity in which 
they learnt how to send an email. They learnt how 
they can use the email to communicate with the real 
people within their schools, families, and 
communities. They made the birthday invitation 
cards and sent them through the email to their 
friends as an attachment. They understood the use 
of Cc and Bcc fields in the email. 

Trip to the Meteorological Centre 

The students of grade 5 went on an educational trip to the Meteorological Centre located in sector 39, 
Chandigarh. The students got the opportunity to learn about the various weather measuring instruments 
used by the Meteorological Department. They learnt about the use of Automatic Weather Station, 
Anemometer, Barometer and Wind Vane. The idea behind conducting the trip was to provide practical 
knowledge to the students about the various techniques used by the Met Department for the measurement 
of climatic parameters like air and soil temperature, wind speed and humidity. 



News Reporting 

The students of grade 5 did an activity named, 'News Reporter'. In the activity, they did a role-play 
of a news reporter. They made a report on the most earthquake-prone country, China. They read the 
news about the highest recorded earthquake in China, their earthquake warning system and the 
actions for preventing disasters and reduction. The activity brought the world events into the 
classroom and helped the students to think critically about the news. 

Life skill - Putting batteries in a remote 

As our school believes in the overall development 
of a child, so we 
teach them how to take actions in situations where 
parents or teachers 
may not be around. In life skills, we taught them  
how to put batteries 
in a remote. They learnt how to check +ve and  
-ve ends and placed the batteries accordingly. 
Learning such life skills make them more 
independent and confident. 
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